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Limited VPS Hosting

We offer a wide and varied range of managed hosting services to make it easy
for our clients to determine which solution fits them best. This document was
designed to outline the different types of hosting solutions available for you to host
your website. Regardless of the package, all our hosting services guarantee a
99.99% uptime along with unlimited bandwidth and I/O throughput. We also
provide secure, managed email hosting and increased security configuration for
$20/month as an addition to any of our hosting packages. For more complete
breakdown of our services, and other packaged plans, please see our Breakdown
of Services manual.

Limited VPS Hosting ($39.99) Host)

Typical Shared Hosting
From Large Companies
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Limited VPS hosting is what most would call the
most affordable introductory web hosting solution
without sacrificing too much on speed, security,
and reliability. This type of hosting is recommended
for basic web sites that do not expect to receive
large amounts of traffic or rely on complex back
end systems or scripts for functionality. If you’re not
after lightning fast load times and are looking for a
simple but effective way to get your website
online, limited VPS hosting is worth your
consideration. Our limited VPS hosting plans
include unlimited website edits up to 1 hours’ worth
of labour per month.
While VPS servers are a considerably better solution
than basic shared web hosting from big
companies, they are still resource limited for mid to
large size websites. While VPS servers are great for
typical websites with everyday visitors and
interactions, if you have any plans of upgrading
your website overtime or mitigating any
transactions on your website via Ecommerce or
other sales platforms, we highly recommend you
look into either limited dedicated or dedicated
hosting as you will outgrow a VPS hosting server’s
moderate resource limitations and hosting
capabilities rather quickly.
Unlike other hosting providers however, we do not
cram as many websites as possible into the server’s
file hosting capabilities. Our limited VPS servers are
more capable than standard shared hosting plans
you may find on other large hosting companies
and should be more closely compared to a cheap
dedicated server from the likes of companies such
as GoDaddy, Namecheap, or Bluehost.

Limited Dedicated Hosting
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We monitor the performance of all our hosting servers to ensure that no website is
eating up resources at a rate that limits another. We guarantee high end
performance with lightning fast load times. Our hosting servers come included with
insured SSL encryption and on/off site data backup services

Limited Dedicated Hosting ($59.99) Host)
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Our limited dedicated hosting servers
offer a significant performance
increase over our VPS deployments.
These are higher spec’d machines that
can handle large amounts of burst
traffic with ease.
We limit our limited dedicated hosting
servers to four website instances per
server to ensure there is no shortage of
resources for even the complicated
processes. This is made sure by
significantly increased RAM and CPU
processing power. These servers are
designed to run standard content
management systems without
breaking a sweat. Our limited
dedicated hosting servers provide high
performance accessibility for mostly all
types of websites.
Our limited dedicated hosting plans
also include unlimited website edits up
to 2 hours’ worth of labour. Limited
dedicated hosting is not ideal for
websites looking to host complex CMS
systems or conduct transactions and
manage payment processors as your
resources will be limited to an extent. If
unlimited top end performance,
security, and reliability is what you are
after, look no further than our
individual dedicated hosting solutions.

Individual Dedicated Hosting

Unlike our limited hosting packages, our individual dedicated hosting service is
available in three separate tiers. All prices in this document refer to Tier 1 servers.
This is the ideal tier for small to medium sized businesses that receive around
250,000 visitors or less every month. Please contact us regarding pricing for our
second and third tier servers as these are enterprise grade servers that are custom
spec’d to fit your business needs.

Individual Dedicated Hosting ($79.99) Host)
If you’re looking to seriously invest into
your business venture or website, we
recommend not taking any chances
and going with one of our unlimited
resource, individual dedicated servers.
These high spec’d machines have no
resources limitations as your website is
the sole instance of that machine. This
type of setup is ideal for Ecommerce
platforms, large or heavily trafficked
websites, and database operations. If
you plan to handle financial
transactions on your website, we
would recommend an individual
dedicated server as they have higher
levels of encryption, increased overall
security configurations, and increased
data redundancy.
We offer customized server
configuration including manual setup
in LAMP stack, WAMP stack, cPanel,
CentOS, and legacy PHP versions. Our
servers can be configured to run
lightning fast, complex CMS
applications such as WordPress or
Magento.
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By subscribing to an Informal
Development hosting service, you are
joining the umbrella of nearly 50
satisfied clients over the course of 7
years. We guarantee that you will be
pleased with the quality of our service.

